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An extraordinary literary journey, a century celebrates every age from birth to 100 with quotations
from the world’offering immortal passages from Arthur Rimbaud, Sylvia Plath, Virginia Woolf, David
Foster Wallace, William Shakespeare, Herman Melville, Jane Austen, and Maya Angelou, among
many others— This trove of wisdom— Moving year by calendar year through the words of our most
beloved authors, the great sequence of existence reveals itself— NY logo, a century includes color,
type, and text message to illuminate the ebb and movement of an entire life.This literary tapestry of
the human experience will delight readers of all backgrounds.s greatest writers.reminds us that the
patterns of life transcend continents, cultures, and generations. As Thomas Mann wrote of our most
shared individual experience: "It will happen to me concerning them." Created by the legendary
Milton Glaser, who developed the I ?the wonders and confinements of childhood, the emancipations
and frustrations of adolescence, the empowerments and millstones of adulthood, the recognitions
and resignations of later years.
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We can learn from every age. I will only.. Makes me sad to read... I enjoyed reading quotes from all
the different people and wondering who was simply going to be next.not really worthwhile and
wouldnt purchase it once again. Five Stars Amazing and meaningful gift for birthdays. Not really in a
novel structure, so don't anticipate a long read.A pleasant book to keep away and refer to every
once in awhile. Ideal for around the desk to share with friends who are prepared to reveal their
ages, too! Every year has a quote but most pages have significantly less than 10 brief lines written
and only every other page because oposite the composing is a dark page. Great gift Bought one
for myself plus some for presents. When I gift them, I place the bookmark at that person's age. I like
it Pretty simple, yet quite profound. So fun. A good book to pick up whenever. although quite
honestly, we will all have the ability to learn much from authors such as for example Anne Frank,
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, John Updike and actually Virginia Woolf. A Perfect contemplative book Not
only achieved it arrive quickly the book itself is beautiful. The gradient color of the web pages move
wonderfully along with phrases on each page. Uy books off amazon now that have the "appear
inside" option. Really appreciated the original idea and design, yet found . While it does have the
general flavor of an maturing poet, I was expecting a far more considerable and revealing quote
connected with each season. That may not be possible by season, and more possible by a slightly
bigger swath of time. Great Gift Idea Very cool idea and great birthday present book I was
expecting more I bought this book due to a favorable review in the Washington Post... Really
appreciated the initial idea and design, yet found it even more depressing than inspiring and could
not give it as something special. Depressing All the estimates in this book are incredibly depressing..
as well. I purchased this book for just one of my adult children who was having problems turning a
particular age. What a clever idea to discover snippets from literature associated with every age
group from birth to 100; Conversation starter! Only quotes. It's a great conversation starter :) Four
Stars Good book for birthday gifts .but I fell in love with it for most of the various other ages inside.
Something for everyone My dad, kids and We all enjoyed this book. I love showing it to friends
because they come to the home. Idk how this is even a book. Three Stars Not as good as the
TedTalks display would lead you to believe -- but still worthwhile.. I am savoring each and every
year. Insightful but unbelievable short I actually heard an interview with the author and i gathered
from hearing that their was a quotation and some further explination approximately each but that is
not the case.
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